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postage. COLEKA on Facebook COLEKA on YouTube Sign Up Donate Site in French November 1, 2016 Sign in to start your collection! As hardcore collectors and even casual fans have tried to track down these creative crystals there has been a lot of confusion. Whether you're looking for a one or just a particular item that the crystal you are looking for might be hard to find. So today I would like to take a
moment to explain how these creative crystals are distributed and we hope to help you understand what you see in stores. The Creation Crystal Single Packs are shipped to stores in case of 12. Each of these cases will be labelled with a particular wave number (W1 assortment, W2 assortment, etc. ...) With the information below, you should be able to tell exactly what's inside each case without even
opening it. Wave 1 Single Packs In Wave 1 there were seven (7) unique crystals of six (6) different elements. Air Angel Life Acorn Light Fanged Magic Pyramid Undead Claw Undead Fanged Water Rocket In each W1 assortment case you will find: 2 Air Angel 1 Life Acorn 2 Light Fanged 2 Magic Pyramid 2 Undead Claw 1 Undead Fanged 1 Undead 2 Water Rocket Wave 2 Single Packs In Wave 2 there
were seven (7) unique crystals of seven (7) different elements. Earth Rocket Life Claw Light Rune Magic Lantern Tech Reactor Undead Lantern Water Armor In each W2 assortment case, you will find: 2 Earth Rocket 2 Life Claw 2 Light Rune 1 Magic Lantern 2 Tech Reactor 1 Undead Lantern 2 Water Armor Wave 3 Single Packs In Wave 3 there were eight (8) unique crystals of seven (7) different
elements. However, only four (4) of these crystals make their first appearance in wave 3. These four crystals are shown below. Fire Acorn Life Rocket Tech Armor Water Fanged In every W3 assortment case, you'll find: 2 Fire Acorn - 1 Life Rocket - 1 Light Fanged 1 Magic Pyramid 2 Tech Armor - 2 Undead Fanged 1 Water Fanged - 2 Water Rocket - Appearance First Wave 4 Single Wave Packs 4 was
definitely a oddball. I don't know how they were shipped. It didn't even feel like there was an assortment. They may have just shipped individual dark crystals. Dark Pyramid Dark Reactor In any case, this wave has brought us two new single packs. Dark Pyramid Dark Reactor - First Multi-Packs Appearance Multi-packs tend to offer great value, but they also tend to be harder to find. Sometimes it is a matter
of scarcity. Sometimes not all stores want to carry them. Sometimes they are only released in certain countries. But for information purposes, here are the packs we know so far and the specific crystals they contain. Triple Pack #1 Magic Lantern Tech Reactor Undead Claw Triple Pack #2 Water Rocket Life Acorn Air Angel Triple Pack #3 Fire Acorn Light Fanged Earth Rocket Triple Pack #4 Dark Pyramid
Undead Fanged Magic Lantern Eight Pack NOTE: This pack has not been released in the United States. We have only seen it in Europe. Miscellaneous Packs The packs below contain numbers, but they contain également (au moins) un cristal de création. Standard Starter Pack (PS3, PS4, Wii U, Xbox 360, Xbox One) Nintendo Switch Starter Pack Crash Edition Starter Pack (PS3, PS4) Dark Edition
Starter Pack Fire Reactor Life Rune Dark Rune Portal Owner's Pack Adventure Adventure #1 (Gryphon Park Observatory) Adventure Pack #2 (Enchanted Elven Forest) Adventure Pack #4 (Cursed Tiki Temple) Combo Pack #1 (Wolfgang) Combo Pack #2 (Mysticat) Combo Pack #3 (Dr. Krankcase) NOTE: This pack has not been released in the United States. We have only seen it in other countries.
Combo Pack #4 (Pain-Yatta) This article will be updated as we learn more about future packs and waves. Sign in to start your collection! Skylanders Imaginators is the sixth game in the Skylanders series. Below you will find photos of each figure and links to get all the information you need about each character. When all is said and done, the Imaginators version will include: To find out if a number has been
released, you can find all Skylanders release dates here. Click on the photos for more information and a bigger picture. Imaginator Skylanders Sensei Air Strike Ambush Aurora Barbella Boom Bloom Buckshot Chain Reaction Chopscotch Crash Bandicoot Dr. Neo Cortex Ember Flarewolf King Pen Mysticat Pit Boss Ro-Bow Starcastpool Tide Dark King Pen Egg Bomber Air Strike Hard-Boiled Flarewolf
Legendary Pit Boss Legendary Tri-Tip Solar Flare Aurora Chase Variant Imaginator Skylanders Clear Starcast Dec-Ember (Employee Edition) Orange Chain Pink Barbella Imaginator Villain Sensei Bad Juju Blaster-Tron Chompy Mage Dr. Krankcase Golden Queen Grave Clobber Hood Sickle Kaos Pain-Yatta Tae Kwon Crow Wolfgang In-Game Variant Imaginator Villains Dark Golden Queen Dark
Wolfgang Jingle Bell Mage Mystique Bad Juju Mystique Tae Kwon Crow Plated Hood Sickle Chase Variant Imaginator Villains Rock Candy Pain-Yatta Creation Crystals Not sure what crystals have been released or where to find them? See Creation Crystal Clarification. Air Acorn Air Angel Air Lantern Dark Pyramid Dark Reactor Dark Rune Earth Armor Earth Undead Lantern Water Armor Water Fanged
Water Rocket Variant Crystals Legendary Life Acorn Legendary Light Fanged Legendary Magic Lantern Magic Items Blue Chest (Cursed Tiki Temple) Bronze Mystery Chest Enchanted Elven Forest Gold Mystery Chest Gryphon Park Observatory Silver Mystery Chest Page 1 of 8 Next Latest list of crystal casts of creation B-BOB358 Yellow Gems of Sparx: 1029 #2 Posted: 04:02:16 28/08/2016 Shouldn't
you call them by the name of sleeve molds instead of actual crystalline shapes? Just coz the molds are much more recognizable and distinctive in the images at this point --- SA and Giants are the best skylanders games. I miss the old style. Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: #3 Published: 04:04:50 28/08/2016 Topic creator I simply have no idea what to call them. I can actually put stand, if I can get an idea
about the names of Case. --- cronch B-BOB358 Yellow Sparx Gems: 1029 #4 Published: 04:07:37 28/08/2016 No probs Here are the undead in the Wolfgang combo pack. I just called this mold tips --- SA and Giants are the best skylanders games. I miss the old style. Published 1 time - Last edition at 04:07:55 28/08/2016 by B-BOB358 Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #5 Published: 04:21:59
28/08/2016 Topic Creator Thank you. I added it. --- cronch GinjaNinja Gold Sparx Gems: 2604 #6 Published on 28/08/2016 at 04:26:01 The magic crystal that comes with Mysticat in their double is a square crystal. Muffin Man Emerald Sparx Gems: 3923 #7 Published on 28/08/2016 at 07:07:57 I hope it will be possible to have a set of ten crystals with unique envelopes and unique crystals for each item. ---
one who reads this will succumb to the manners of the Muffin Dalton977622 Blue Sparx Gems: 804 #8 Published on 09:49:31 28/08/2016 If this game has only 3 crystals of each element instead of 6 as the traps, I'm cool with it. The traps cost $5.00 and the crystals cost $10 Drek95 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4741 #9 Posted: 10:30:47 28/08/2016 Thanks for the subject, Crash10, it was definitely necessary!
One tip I would use more names for real crystals: for example, the first fire mold you called a square is actually an icosahedron and can cause confusion as there is a suitable cubic mold as well around. It may not be easy for all forms, but it would make the list much clearer, even if the photos already help a lot. --- Gulp, lunchtime! Current number of Skylands champions: 154 Edited 1 time - Last change at
10:32:08 28/08/2016 by Drek95 PwnageFTW Yellow Sparx Gems: 1688 #10 Published: 11:06:13 28/08/2016 cool. --- Quote: Carmelita FoxYOU'RE ALL DUMB SHEEP!!!! Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #11 Published: 14:13:10 28/08/2016 Topic creator followed Drek's suggestion (I never remember these names), and I'm now trying to organize the packs where you find each crystal. --- cronch
Chompy-King257 Gold Sparx Gems: 2912 #12 Published on 28/08/2016 at 14:17:50 B-Bob posted it at Gamescom time. This undead square we also have a magical counterpart. I don't remember where I saw it, whether it's the Mysticat combo pack or the unique Magic pack. EDIT: Oh wait until you got the second sorry. --- sometimes that the future Japanese funk is hittin tho ... Published 1 time - Last
edition at 14:20:32 28/08/2016 by Chompy-King257 Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #13 Published: 14:20:00 28/08/2016 Yup Creator subject, the square magic shape is listed here, it just lacks an image (I take care of that). The Light... Do you have a picture? I just wanted to see so I could list it. --- cronch Chompy-King257 Gold Sparx Gems: 2912 #14 Published on 28/08/2016 at 14:22:01 Quote:
Crash10Yup, the magic form is listed here, just just an image (I'll take care of it). The Light... Do you have a picture? I just wanted to see so I could list it. Personally, I don't have it, but I remember that B-Bob posted it early in Gamescom, and said how there will definitely be several molds. --- sometimes that the future Japanese funk is hittin tho ... Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #15 Published: 14:27:13
28/08/2016 Topic Creator Hm... I could end up looking for him. When I find him, I'll list it. --- cronch Luminous35 Gold Sparx Gems: 2457 #16 Published: 16:01:52 28/08/2016 This will be really useful! Thanks Crash I love the Magic Diamond an X-X --- STARCAST FOR THE PRESIDENT OF MA SEXUALITY Professor Jet-Vac? I'm not feeling very well. Chompy-King257 Gold Sparx Gems: 2912 #17
Published: 16:18:16 28/08/2016 I guess there's going to be about 3 to 5 molds per item. --- sometimes that the future Japanese funk is hittin tho ... Kat-Kun Green Sparx Gems: 415 #18 Published on 28/08/2016 at 16:49:30 --- Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all waaaaaay! 84skylanderdude Platinum Sparx Gems: 5478 #19 Published on 28/08/2016 at 17:08:15 EDIT: Names have been changed around and
new ones can be found in other posts. --- No one knows what the result will be. So, as much as you can, choose what you'll least regret. - - Levi Ackerman Published 4 times - Last edition at 20:43:18 30/08/2016 by 84skylanderdude Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #20 Published: 17:36:21 28/08/2016 Topic Creator Wow, 84skylanderdude, thanks for that. Will add it soon. --- cronch B-BOB358 Yellow
Sparx Gems: 1029 #21 Published on 28/08/201 ---6 at 20:48:35 I miss the old style. PwnageFTW Yellow Sparx Gems: 1688 #22 Published on 28/08/2016 at 20:49:37 woah I love this clear crystal mold --- Quote: Carmelita FoxYOU'RE ALL DUMB SHEEP!!!! Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #23 Published: 20:51:23 28/08/2016 Subject Creator Yay, thank you. --- cronch PwnageFTW Yellow Sparx
Gems: 1688 #24 Posted: 20:57:55 28/08/2016 I'll probably use this crystal mold for when I make Osmond from Dark Cloud --- Quote: Carmelita FoxYOU'RE ALL DUMB SHEEP!!!! Luminous35 Gold Sparx Gems: 2457 #25 Published on 28/08/201 ;-;6 at 20:59:05 --- STARCAST FOR THE PRESIDENT OF MA SEXUALITY Professor Jet-Vac? I'm not feeling very well. B-BOB358 Yellow Sparx Gems: 1029
#26 Published: 21:09:55 28/08/2016 Edit: yay 10 molds My main goal is to choose the best unique would be for each item for my basic set. For example, the acorn mold (life), winged mold (air) etc... --- SA and Giants are the best skylanders games. I miss the old style. Published 1 time - Last edition at 21:18:11 28/08/2016 by B-BOB358 Nightmoon Yellow Sparx Gems: 1760 #27 Published: 21:12:48
28/08/2016 Quote: 84skylanderdudeEarthE ??? Block No need for question marks, we have a match. I don't understand what it's like If. Irregular is more appropriate. Quote: 84skylanderdudeLife ??? Icosahedron Crash reference pic for life Icosahedron shows the Rectangular Shardstand Life Crystal, so that Life Icosahedron currently has no validity. Also.. how on earth does the runic qualify as Spider? ---
Phoenix Crystal is the best new crystal. Skylanders Academy Season 2 was an improvement. I don't know what to make of the future of Skylanders. Edited 3 times - Last edition at 21:23:51 28/08/2016 by Nightmoon 84skylanderdude Platinum Sparx Gems: 5478 #28 Published on 23/08/2016 @Nightmoon at 23:51:23 I guess I just saw it as a form, idk long. No, the Icosahedron is not listed in the OP. It was
in the Video FamilyGamerTV Pop-Up Shop. Because of the legs. Idk, I adapted it well. --- No one knows what the result will be. So, as much as you can, choose what you'll least regret. - Levi Ackerman Kat-Kun Green Sparx Gems: 415 #29 Published on 29/08/2016 at 00:07:37 Quote: NightmoonQuote: 84skylanderdudeEarth ??? Block No need for question marks, we have a match. I don't understand how
Rectangular is, though. Irregular is more appropriate. Quote: 84skylanderdudeLife ??? Icosahedron Crash reference pic for life Icosahedron shows the Rectangular Shardstand Life Crystal, so that Life Icosahedron currently has no validity. Also.. how on earth does the runic qualify as Spider? This Earth looks sexy. ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°) --- Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all waaaaaay! Chompy-King257 Gold Sparx Gems:
2912 #30 Published on 29/08/2016 at 00:37:38 I saw all three in the OP, but 84 said there are four. I don't seem to remember a fourth. --- sometimes that the future Japanese funk is hittin tho ... B-BOB358 Yellow Sparx Gems: 1029 #31 Published on 00/39/2016 at 00:39:32 --- SA and Giants are the best skylanders games. I miss the old style. 84skylanderdude Platinum Sparx Gems: 5478 #32 Published on
29/08/2016 at 00:59:50 I don't remember exactly the time though. EDIT: I watched the video, and I think it's actually Acorn's. Here's what I think is going on. -The image that first showed the crystals of the 10 elements is beta and the Side-Hexa doesn't actually exist, it was just a beta image and is actually an Icosahedron. Especially since we haven't seen this mold anywhere else. -The shape of the acorn
has also been slightly modified, because in the Pop-Up Shop, you can see two little things lying around from the top, but the rest can be identified as the acorn shape. They wouldn't make another mold with only that minor difference. --- No one knows what the result will be. So, as much as you can, choose what you'll least regret. - Levi Ackerman Edited Once - Last Updated at 01:04:56 by
84skylanderdude Portal___Master Emerald Sparx Gems: 3707 #33 Published on 29/08/2016 at 03:28:20 03:28:20 The molds will have different SKUs/Barcodes so we can avoid a Trap scenario. --- holder of the Guinness Book of World Records for the largest SkyLanders collection. GinjaNinja Gold Sparx Gems: 2604 #34 Published: 15:38:18 30/08/2016 Well, from the list, it seems that there are at least 10
crystals and 10 sleeves. So let's hope that Toys For Bob plays well and allows people not to repeat themselves throughout 10 creative crystals. Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #35 Published: 15:43:42 30/08/2016 Subject Creator I feel there are 3 crystals per element, but that's me. --- cronch Kat-Kun Green Sparx Gems: 415 #36 Published on 30/08/2016 at 16:40:02 --- Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle
all waaaaaay! Nightmoon Yellow Sparx Gems: 1760 #37 Posted: 17:26:29 30/08/2016 Quote: Kat-KunDid someone listen to me when I said that the circle Magic crystal shape was actually an egg/oval shape? Yes, 84skylanderdude included in the list (the very first in the list, in fact) in the post directly yours, along with several other corrections to the OP. I have not seen anything surprising in repeating
something so obvious, and I suppose no one else has done it either. Crash10 is just slow on the OP update;3 --- Phoenix Crystal is the best new crystal. Skylanders Academy Season 2 was an improvement. I don't know what to make of the future of Skylanders. Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #38 Published: 17:29:22 30/08/2016 Topic Creator Hey it's offensive... Okay, I'm kidding, I'm going to
update now. Is there a picture of that? Also, is there anything else I didn't put on? --- cronch Kat-Kun Green Sparx Gems: 415 #39 Published: 18:33:32 30/08/2016 The image of the oval shape of the egg is in the image CREATE YOUR OWN SKYLANDERS WITH IMAGINITE CREATION CRYSTALS. I don't think there's anything else you've left out. --- Jingle bells, jingle bells, jingle all waaaaaay!
Nightmoon Yellow Sparx Gems: 1760 #40 Published: 19:58:04 30/08/2016 Your crystal name is not very consistent... Have a complete overview. You miss Fa (Earth) from the Gryphon Park Observatory. Reference pic for it and the 3 alternative versions of existing reference photos. NotesGd (Magic) is available in 3 packs or with Mysticat. Jc (Life) is the actual version of J-OLD, which features a crystal
design that seems to have been scrapped. For g crystals, I'm not quite sure if magic and Earth are considered different, and as for air a ... I can't tell if it matches the Magic or the Earth. So I just grouped them all together until we have better photos. Name suggestions (credit to 84skylanderdude for several of them) A: Wings B: Runes C: Generator D: Spikes E: Shardstand F: Block G: Handles H: (it seems
to have 8 legs, looks more like a spider than B does) I: Tent (looks like a circus / medieval tent) J: Gland a: Long b: Pyramid c: Icosahedron d: Cube e: e: f: Cluster g: Egg/Oval h: Hexagonal i: Goldberg: According to FGTV images, it is clearly a Goldberg polyhedron, most likely a truncated icosahedron, used for football models. --- Phoenix Crystal is the best new crystal. Skylanders Academy Season 2 was
an improvement. I don't know what to make of the future of Skylanders. Published 3 times - Last updated at 20:04:35 30/08/2016 by Nightmoon Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #41 Published: 20:14:04 30/08/2016 Creator Topic Thank you for all. Adding the image on the first post, plus some new notes. I miss the notes of Single and Triple Packs though. --- cronch Drawdler Emerald Sparx Gems:
3133 #42 Published on 30/08/2016 at 20:21:48 Also, thanks for the photo, Nightmoon. Published 1 time - Last update at 20:23:22 30/08/2016 by Drawdler 84skylanderdude Platinum Sparx Gems: 5478 #43 Published on 30/08/2016 at 20:41:00 Alright, with our two terms combined, I have another suggested list for names. In addition, two crystal sculptures in this image are not g but a sculpture of their own.
A: Feather B: Rune C: Generator D: Fang E: Sovereign F: Superalloy G: Helve H: Spider I: Tent J: Gland a: Uncut b: Tetrae c: Icosa d: Cube e: Funnel f: Cluster g: Egg h: Hexa i: Goldberg j: Dodeca: Abbreviations, most of the time simply remove hedron --- No one knows what the result will be. So, as much as you can, choose what you'll least regret. - Levi Ackerman Edited twice - Last edition at 20:51:10
30/08/2016 by 84skylanderdude Night Gemmes yellow from Sparx: 1760 #44 Published: 20:46:44 30/08/2016 Quote: 84skylanderdudeAlso, two crystal sculptures in this image are not g but a sculpture of their own. Yeah, I addressed that in my notes. Quote: NightmoonFor g crystals, I'm not quite sure if magic and Earth are considered different, and as for air one ... I can't tell if it matches the Magic or the
Earth. So I just grouped them all together until we have better photos. I'll post updated reference photos as we get more sources, but for now, I'll just keep the two oval shapes (g and j) grouped under g. Another name suggestion for one: Uncut Gem --- Phoenix Crystal is the best new crystal. Skylanders Academy Season 2 was an improvement. I don't know what to make of the future of Skylanders.
Published 1 time - Last edition at 20:49:38 30/08/2016 by Nightmoon 84skylanderdude Platinum Sparx Gems: 5478 #45 Published: 20:49:21 30/08/2016 Quote: NightmoonQuote: 84skylanderdudeAlso, two crystal sculptures in this image are not g but a sculpture of their own. Yeah, I addressed that in my notes. Quote: NightmoonFor g crystals, I'm not quite sure if magic and Earth are considered and as for
the Air one ... I can't tell if it matches the Magic or the Earth. So I just grouped them all together until we have better photos. I'll post updated reference photos as we get more sources, but for now, I'll just keep the two oval shapes (g and j) grouped under g. g. can see a pentagon at the front though. It's a dodecahedra. The Air One is as well, you can tell by the way the wires hang the wrap around it. --- No
one knows what the result will be. So, as much as you can, choose what you'll least regret. - - Levi Ackerman Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #46 Published: 20:49:53 30/08/2016 Aand Creator Subject I added. I just need an image for an earthly crystal. --- nightmoon Yellow Sparx Gems: 1760 #47 Posted: 20:53:23 30/08/2016 Probably, but it's such a minor thing, so I'll wait with the update until we get
something more interesting. I debated whether or not to add this tech pyramid... ... but decided against it, since we do not have the physical counterpart, and therefore no case. Quote: Crash10Aand I added it. I just need an image for an earthly crystal. You mean the one I provided a link to in my extensive post above (with some alternative screenshots of the Mysticat/3-Pack, Wolfgang and Light Rune
Crystals)?; PS P.S. You've also forgotten the Fire Casings;3 --- Phoenix Crystal is the best new crystal. Skylanders Academy Season 2 was an improvement. I don't know what to make of the future of Skylanders. Published 2 times - Last edition at 20:57:08 30/08/2016 by Nightmoon Crash10 Emerald Sparx Gems: 4056 #48 Published: 21:08:59 30/08/2016 Topic creator updated again. Thank you all. ---
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